EDUCATIONAL TOURS

Experiences that increase the understanding of

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES AND CULTURES
Activities that unite students as part of our
GLOBAL COMMUNITY
Tours that inspire to develop

NEW SKILLS & FRIENDSHIPS

“Travel with us to be an active participant and not a passive spectator”

Trans Himalayan Safari

Witness Ancient Indian Tribes

Drive across the Indian Himalayas
Experience different topographies, vegetation
& cultures

Visit tribal markets, villages and enjoy tribal
cultural dances

The Trans Himalayan Jeep Safari gives you an
opportunity to work with local mountain
communities, visit fruit orchards and learn about
the indigenous industries, local handicrafts,
dance and music of the region.

Tribal tours in Nagaland, Gujarat, Rajasthan,
Orissa and Bastar are a unique and enriching
experience. Visit the ‘Siddi’ tribe in Gujarat,
which is of African origin or the ‘Bonda’ of
Orissa, whose tribal women wear only beads as
garments.

Student Exchange Programs

Agricultural Farm Visits

Visit universities/schools and attend talks
by lecturers and industry leaders;
Socialize with local students from similar
academic backgrounds.

Ride the Indian tractor and plough the
fields, pull a bull cart and harvest the crop;
Experience the ultimate Rural Life of India
by spending a day in the countryside!!

Mixing with students from similar academics
backgrounds but different countries and ethnic
groups is a great way to inculcate cultural
exchange. Visit various cultural and historical
sights and also share common interests, through
our Student Exchange Programs.

Learn various techniques of agriculture on
varied soils. Meet local villagers and visit their
homes and farms. Participate in the various
farming and agriculture techniques and dip
yourself into the local fare.

Religious & Cultural Interaction

Indian Classical & Folk Dance

Interact with religious preachers, understand
the diversity of religions while you witness
numerous daily religious rituals

Learn about basic elements of Classical & Folk
dances, understand how an entire story can
be depicted through simple dance movements.

For a deeper understanding, attend prayer
ceremonies at temples, mosques and gurdwaras
and witness how religion dominates our culture.
As part of a religious study tour you will visit
the various religious centers & institutions.

Visit dance institutions in Chennai, Kerala or
Rajasthan where learned dance professionals
teach you about the history of their dance, the
intricate movements and the evolution of dance.

Visit to Village Schools

Understanding Indian
Textile & Handicrafts

Teach local students, rebuild school
buildings, assist in various means of
sustainability growth
Volunteer at rural schools and NGO Projects
and engage in local cultural activities. Spend a
couple of days contributing to the development
of communities where the projects run.
A truly life changing experience!

Textile tours in Rajasthan for block printing or
Tamil Nadu for Indigo dyeing and printing, the
hand crafted mirror work of Kutch or the art
of Cashmere shawl making in Jammu & Kashmir
Attend workshops that give you time to indulge
in the process and experience the history
behind the process of continuing old techniques
of production.

Subject Focused Tours

Experiential Tours
A plethora of unique activities
for students to take back
long-lasting memories. Getting
hands on local experiences
and
abundant
practical
workshops — indoors and
outdoors.

Trips
for
various
academic
backgrounds like Medical, Religious,
Engineering, Performing Arts,
Agriculture, Media Studies,
Adventure, History & Indian
Heritage, Eco-Tourism, Ecology
Conservation, Community Exchange
amongst others.

Tours focusing on developing
leadership and teamwork skills,
building self-confidence
Facilitating young people to re
-evaluate some of their beliefs,
attitudes and assumptions,
particularly around different
cultures and their own priorities
in life.

Himalayan
Expeditions

Historical, Cultural & Religious Study Tours
Religion plays an important role
in our deep rooted history. Be
a part of festive activities,
spend a day with a local
family, visit historical
sights or study the cultural
practices of community under
the guidance of a professional.

Infuse new concepts of
learning in the wilderness
through
our
outdoor
programmes like Biking in the
hills, Cleaning the Himalayas,
Trekking & Camping in remote
locations.
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